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Letter of recommendation

To whom it may concern,
with this letter I would like to expressly recommend Julia Wagner.
Julia Wagner has been studying communication design at the Department of
Design at Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences since the winter semester
2015/16. During her advanced studies I got to know her as a participant in my
courses 'History and Theory of Design' and 'Aesthetic Theory'.
I came to know Julia Wagner in particular in a theoretical seminar on the
100th anniversary of Bauhaus. After this she participated with great effort
in a Multidisciplinary Project called „Bauwhat?!“ where we searched for new
forms of design and design education. We are currently working on a new
project together as peers in a team of six designers, architects and sound
engineers, further exploring what design education could mean in the future.
While working with Julia on the „Bauwhat?!“ project I noticed her to be
extraordinarily attentive, energetic and responsible. She proved to be a
resource both on the organizational level as well as in the design process,
always kept the big picture in sight and was able to motivate the group to
reach their goals. Quickly grasping the strategy outlined by the project
initiators, she was able to evolve said strategy while still moving in the
right direction.
With her good sense for the community and the work climate within the group,
she proved to be an asset and took the lead in exploring possibilities for
the project.
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Regarding the design process, she always had valuable input and a do-not-quit
mentality that benefited both the team spirit as well as the outcome of the
project. Julia has a good sense for when to question proposals and ideas in
order to gain more depth and quality and when to trust the workflow of the
group.
I strongly trust in Julia’s abilities and know I can depend on her, which is
why we are currently working on a new project together. I highly recommend
working with Julia. I would be very pleased to hear that you have chosen her.
Please do not hesitate to contact me in case you have any questions.

With kind regards,

Florian Walzel

